Resolution GA/1/1.1

General Assembly First Committee
Co-sponsors: People’s Democratic Republic of Algeria, Republic of Angola, Republic of
Belarus, Republic of Chile, Republic of Cuba, Czech Republic, Republic of Estonia, Hellenic
Republic, Republic of Indonesia, United Mexican States, Russian Federation, Independent State
of Samoa, Republic of Korea, Republic of South Sudan, Republic of the Sudan, Ukraine, Socialist
Republic of Viet Nam
Topic: Nuclear Disarmament

Alarmed by the danger and threat that nuclear weapons pose to our society and the
destructions that they can cause,
Deeply disturbed by the large amount of deaths caused by nuclear weapons and noting with
regret the costs of nuclear weapons,
Taking into consideration the existing treaty on the prohibition of nuclear weapons,
“We must abolish nuclear weapons or they will abolish us” - John F. Kennedy,
Accepting the positive impact of nuclear free zones and approving using nuclear power for
good,
Noting with regret that nuclear weapons cause mass destruction,
Taking into consideration that some countries with nuclear programs are in need of aid,
1. Calls upon member states to create multiple updated resolutions that could gradually
ban different aspects of nuclear weapons over time;

2. Endorses the extensive regulation and future ban of purchasing and overall production of
nuclear warheads;
3. Recommends a treaty that would limit a country’s possession to 550 nuclear weapons
that would include implementing the following consequences: a) a confiscation
punishment, b) economic embargoes, and c) the severance of diplomatic relations
temporarily;
4. Considers the creation of a disarmament budget;
5. Supports the idea of adding an increased tax on nuclear materials;
6. Further invites countries to have more transparency between them and others;
7. Recommends total ban of manufacturing, development and production of nuclear
weapons;
8. Further recommends the dismantlement of nuclear weapons over the course of ten
years;
9. Seeks a treaty where countries would be required to invest money into dismantling
nuclear weapons when they are created;
10. Encourages nations to give up their nuclear warheads and recommends the signing of a
nuclear proliferation treaty;
11. Endorses repurposing nuclear weapons for food and economic aid;
12. Draws the attention to the importance of safely dismantling nuclear weapons;
13. Emphasizes the need to create petitions to spread awareness about preventing nuclear
weapons;

14. Considers using education to teach youth in schools or on social media about the
advantages and disadvantages of nuclear energy, as well as the dangers and health
consequences of nuclear weapons;
15. Recommends a summit to bring countries together for education;
16. Further proclaims that the removal or destruction of nuclear weapons will lead to peace
among countries;
17. Calls upon all member states that support nuclear disarmament to support other
countries that do not have nuclear power plants and implement training programs in
those countries;
18. Requests the creation of a new article with clear guidelines to aid countries in
understanding nuclear disarmament;
19. Implores superpowers to work together in creating a nuclear free world;
20. Further recommends countries to use nuclear energy to boost their economies;
21. Promotes the use of nuclear energy as opposed to unsustainable energy sources.

